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Remember the attempted coup d’état in Venezuela in 2002, which failed miserably as
Hugo Chavez thrashed his treacherous assailants like a Grand Master of Chess humiliating a
rookie with a fool’s mate in three seconds flat? Well ladies and gentlemen they are trying it
on again, this time using traitors inside Venezuela (“Opposition”) to create chaos.

Fraudulent manipulation by Western stooges

This  week  (on  Sunday)  the  “Opposition”  organized  an  illegal  and  unofficial  public
consultation on Government plans to appoint a new Constituent Assembly with powers to
substitute the National Assembly, giving it the possibility to alter the constitution. The other
side of the coin is that the National Assembly is a bastion of Opposition members blocking
Government measures, willfully sabotaging the process of Government and creating chaos
to then blame the Government of President Nicolas Maduro of mismanagement.

In  the 2015 legislative  election,  7.7  million  of  Venezuela’s  19.5  million  voters  favored
Opposition parties to the ruling PSUV (United Socialist Party of Venezuela). In this week’s
unofficial  election,  7,186,170  people  voted,  96  per  cent  of  these  against  the  Government
plans.  However  the  Venezuelan  Opposition  and  their  masters  in  Washington  have  to
understand that an illegal vote by 28 per cent of the electorate does not constitute a valid
constitutionally-backed position or statement. It is a protest vote by those who fear they will
lose  their  vested  interests  and  this  affirmation  is  backed  up  by  the  fact  that  most
Venezuelans  back  the  PSUV.

The Venezuelan Government has accused the Opposition of staging an illegal act which
anyway is fraught with fraud, manipulation and violation of the principles of a democratic
vote.  Of  the  102,000  registered  Venezuelan  voters  abroad,  some  600,000  voted,  for
instance. Jorge Rodríguez, leader of PSUV, declared that there is evidence that some people
voted seven times, others 14 times.

European Union duped, swallowed nonsense hook, line and sinker

He states that the western observers,  including the EU, were duped into thinking that
“voters” was the same thing as “votes”. They fell for the Opposition swansong hook, line
and sinker, including outrageous acts such as adding 50,000 votes to the result in the State
of  Aragua,  a  practice  which  was  allegedly  commonplace  among  Opposition  campaign
managers.

Communication from the Government of Venezuela
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Venezuela repudiates erratic US communiqué

The Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela repudiates the unusual communiqué published by the
White House, 17/07/2017.

It is a document never seen before, because of its low level and poor quality, and makes it
difficult to understand the intentions of the aggressor country intellectually. Obviously, the
United States government is accustomed to humiliating other nations in its international
relations and believes that it will receive the subordination it is accustomed to. The gap that
the United States government is digging into its relations with Venezuela hampers a rational
prediction of its actions for the entire international community.

The United States government unabashedly shows its absolute partiality with the violent
sectors and extremists of Venezuelan politics, who favor the use of terrorism to overthrow a
popular and democratic government.

The moral ruin of the Venezuelan opposition has dragged President Trump to commit an
open aggression against a Latin American country. We do not know who could have written,
let alone authorized, a communiqué of so much conceptual and moral poverty.

The thin democratic veil of the Venezuelan opposition has fallen, and reveals the brutal
interventionist force of the US government, which has been behind the violence suffered by
the Venezuelan people in the last four months.

This  is  not  the  first  time  we  have  denounced  and  confronted  threats  as  wild  as  those
contained  in  this  unusual  document.

We call upon the peoples of Latin America and the Caribbean and the free peoples of the
world  to  understand  the  magnitude  of  the  brutal  threat  contained  in  this  imperial
communiqué and to defend sovereignty, self-determination and independence, fundamental
principles of international law.

The original constituent power is contemplated in our Magna Carta and it is only up to the
Venezuelan people.  The National  Constituent  Assembly  shall  be  elected by the direct,
universal and secret vote of all Venezuelans and all Venezuelans, under the authority of the
National Electoral Council  as contemplated by our legal system. It is an act of political
sovereignty of the Republic, nothing and nobody can stop it. The Constituent Assembly Goes
Ahead!

Today the Venezuelan people are free and will respond united before the insolent threat
posed by a xenophobic and racist empire. The anti-imperialist thinking of the Liberator is
more valid than ever:

“The United States seems destined by Providence to infest America with misery in the name
of freedom” Simón Bolívar

Timothy Bancroft-Hinchey has worked largely on various publications, TV stations and media
groups that include the Russian Foreign Ministry publication Dialog and the Cuban Foreign
Ministry Official Publications. He is currently the Director and Chief Editor of the Portuguese
version of Pravda.Ru. He has spent the last two decades in humanitarian projects that fight
against gender violence, sexism, racism and homophobia. Twitter: @TimothyBHinchey;
timothy.hinchey@gmail.com
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